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Abstract 
Rhythmic incongruity in the form of syncopation is a prominent feature of many contemporary 
musical styles. Syncopations afford incongruity between rhythmic patterns and the meter – giving 
rise to mental models of differently accented isochronous beats. Syncopations occur either in 
isolation or as part of rhythmic patterns, so-called grooves. Based on the predictive coding 
framework, we here discuss how brain processing of rhythm can be seen as a special case of 
predictive coding. We present a simple, yet powerful model for how the brain processes rhythmic 
incongruity: the model for predictive coding of rhythmic incongruity (PCRI). Our model proposes 
that a given rhythm’s syncopation and its metrical uncertainty (precision) is at the heart of how the 
brain models rhythm and meter based on priors, predictions and prediction error. Our minimal 
model can explain prominent features of brain processing of syncopation: why isolated 
syncopations lead to stronger prediction error in the brains of musicians as evidenced by larger 
ERPs to rhythmic incongruity, and why we all experience a stronger urge to move to grooves with a 
medium level of syncopation compared to low and high levels of syncopation.  
 



 

A brief introduction to predictive coding 
Prediction is increasingly viewed as a fundamental principle of brain processing that determines 
perception, action, and learning. Emerging predictive coding theories1-6 have offered novel 
explanations for how specialized brain networks can identify and categorize causes of its sensory 
inputs, integrate information with other networks, and adapt to new stimuli. Here, for simplicity, we 
will use the term predictive coding (PC) as synonymous with Karl Friston’s hierarchical predictive 
coding framework 5. Briefly, PC proposes that perception, action and learning is a recursive 
Bayesian process by which the brain attempts to minimize the prediction error between lower-level 
sensory input and the brain’s top-down predictions. An excellent summary of the recent advances 
was given by Andy Clark5.   
 
Under a Bayesian formulation of predictive coding in the brain, perception corresponds to inverting 
a generative model of the things in the world that cause our sensations. These causes are hidden in 
the sense that things in the world can only be observed through noisy sensory input that evolves 
over time. Computationally, this model inversion could be achieved in continuous time by 
minimizing a free-energy bound on the surprise ℱ >  − ln𝑝(�̃�|𝑚) about sensory input �̃� given the 
brain’s model m of the world. The free energy ℱ is a function of sensory input �̃�  and a probability 
density 𝑞(ϑ) that parameterises its hidden causes and their states. 
 
Free energy 
 

ℱ =  Ε𝑞[ln 𝑞(ϑ|µ)  − ln𝑝(�̃�,ϑ|𝑚) ] 
 
 
Minimizing the free energy F corresponds to maximizing the evidence ln 𝑝(�̃�|𝑚) for the brain’s 
model of the world (Friston 2010). In predictive coding, top-down connections provide lower levels 
with predictions in the form of prior expectations about states of the world, whereas bottom-up 
connections carry prediction errors that update posterior expectations in higher levels to provide 
better predictions. This leads to the following hierarchical equations for how top-down predictions 
𝑔�µ(𝑖)� given by posterior expectations µ(𝑖) at higher levels and bottom-up prediction errors  
𝜖(𝑖) = µ(𝑖−1) – 𝑔�µ(𝑖)� from lower levels evolve when exposed to changes in stimuli �̃� 
 
Predictions 
 

µ̇(𝑖) =  
𝜕𝑔�µ(𝑖)�
𝜕µ(𝑖)  ⋅  𝜉(𝑖) − 𝜉(𝑖+1) 

 
 
Precision-weighted prediction errors 
 
𝜉(𝑖) =  𝜋(𝑖)(µ(𝑖−1) – 𝑔�µ(𝑖)�) 
 
where the dot notation (∙) denotes the time derivative and 𝜋 is the precision assigned to the 
prediction errors. The i index is used to refer to a relative hierarchical level. Both higher-level 



 

predictions and lower-level prediction errors are weighted by their precision. The precision is the 
inverse of the variance and encodes the confidence about sensory inputs in lower areas, relative to 
the confidence with which states in the world that cause sensory inputs can be predicted in higher 
areas. 
 
The predictive coding of rhythmic incongruity (PCRI) model 
 
In terms of music, the ideas behind predictive coding in the brain are remarkably similar to theories 
addressing the role of prediction in music perception and appreciation7-10. Predictive processes 
constitute central mechanisms in the perception and cognition of music. They are prerequisites for 
joint music making11-13 and are essential for musical tension and surprise10 as well as for intra-
musical meaning9. For this reason, several authors have proposed music as an ideal domain for 
testing and further developing predictive coding theories14-16, informing our understanding of brain 
mechanisms in general, and perhaps even helping us to understand the fundamental prediction 
principles of the brain. 
 
Recent behavioral and neuroscientific experiments have shown how brain processing of rhythm can 
be seen as a special case of predictive coding17. This prompted us to develop a simple, yet powerful 
model explaining how the brain processes rhythmic incongruity, the PCRI model (Figure 1). The 
present account will focus on two phenomenologically distinct, yet structurally related types of 
rhythmic incongruity: the occasional appearance of a surprising beat followed by a surprising rest 
(syncopation), and repeated syncopated patterns (groove). However, the model may possibly be 
further extended to micro-timing and maybe even to the relationship between tonal center and 
melody or harmony. 
 
Figure 1 shows a schematic of our proposed model. Specifically, we propose that the brain’s 
perception of syncopation is determined not only by the prediction errors that follow from rhythmic 
incongruity, but also by how these are weighted by their relative precision. This means that the 
expected precision encodes the confidence with which we extract the meter from a particular 
rhythm. By assigning more or less precision or confidence to the ensuing prediction errors, the 
brain perceives the rhythm as more or less syncopated, because these prediction errors are given 
more salience. In other words, the prediction errors that matter are those that we assign a greater 
precision or confidence. This means that the prediction errors that matter for perceptual synthesis 
have to be violations that are ‘predictably unpredicted’. If there are too many violations, prediction 
errors will be attenuated because the ‘predicted precision’ is itself too low, and there is a high 
degree of uncertainty about the meter. In the case of syncopation, we can obtain an estimate of both 
the precision and the prediction error. The syncopation in a given musical rhythm can be calculated 
directly from the musical score, demonstrated e.g. by Longuet-Higgens & Lee’s formulation18 or 
Witek and colleagues’ adjusted formulation19. The precision (metrical uncertainty) can be 
behaviorally estimated by measuring participants’ sensorimotor synchronization to the beat using 
finger-tapping paradigms20, 21, motion capture22, 23, or by neurophysiological measures24-26.  
 
In the following, we will show how predictive coding in general and the PCRI model in particular 
can help to explain experimental observations concerning musical rhythm and meter. In particular, 
we shall demonstrate that PCRI accounts well for the observed U-shaped relationship between 
syncopation and experience of groove and for the effect of expertise on brain processing of 
syncopations, where the prediction errors that matter for the perception of syncopation are 
violations that are ‘predictably unpredicted’ under the brain’s model of the meter. 



 

 
Predictive Coding of Rhythm 
Traditionally, music theory holds that rhythmic events are perceived as groupings of temporal 
events against the backdrop of an implied reference structure, namely the meter. The meter is a 
hierarchical framework consisting of evenly spaced and differentially accented beats, providing to 
each metric position a timing and a metrical weight. The metrical weights are thought to linearly 
correspond to the strength of the expectation towards events occurring at these time points27. In 
other words, the more metrically salient a position is in the hierarchy, the stronger the expectation 
that events will occur at this metrical position.  
 
Under predictive coding, the rhythm is the acoustical input to our ears, whereas the meter is the 
brain’s posterior expectations that constitute its predictive model. The rhythm can be more or less in 
accordance with the meter, creating stronger or weaker prediction error between auditory input and 
predictive model. Brochard et al. 24 provided strong evidence for the existence of metric 
expectations in the simplest possible experimental setting, when they showed that listening to a 
series of entirely regular and unaccented metronome beats causes the brain to automatically register 
the beats as alternating in salience (a 2/4 or a 4/4 meter). In predictive coding terms, the brain is 
interpreting the neutral input, in this case un-accented metronomic beats, according to its own 
predictive framework (the meter28, 29).  
 
Important for our PCRI model, the way we experience the rhythmic content in music is heavily 
dependent on how precise our model of the meter is. In music, the rhythms will usually be much 
less predictable than simple metronomic beats. They will in different ways engage the brain, 
creating prediction error that can challenge the metrical model, even to the point where a different 
meter may be as good or better at explaining the auditory input 30, 31. The latter is the case for 
polyrhythm, where two rhythms indicating two competing meters are played simultaneously, 
creating tension between the rhythmic events and the meter30. When listening to music, the brain is 
constantly trying to assess the plausibility of competing models or hypotheses (i.e. meters), given its 
musical input. The ensuing prediction errors are evoked by the actual music (bottom-up) on one 
hand and depend on the expectations of the interpreting brain (top-down) on the other. Importantly, 
brain processing and structure underlying musical expectation are shaped by culture, personal 
listening history, musical training, and biology 32-37.  
 
The central PC claim that the brain uses Bayesian inference when choosing a plausible metrical 
model for a given rhythmical input was recently supported experimentally. Using a finger-tapping 
paradigm, Elliot and colleagues provided evidence suggesting that humans exploit a Bayesian 
inference process to control movement timing, when facing microtemporal differences38. They 
presented two metronomes of equal tempo, but differing in phase and temporal regularity to 
participants, and asked participants to synchronize their tapping with the experienced beat. When 
participants chose to integrate the two timing cues into a single-event estimate, modeling the 
behavior as a Bayesian inference process provided a better description of the data than other 
plausible models. This is consistent with the PC claim that the brain uses Bayesian inference when 
choosing a mental model for interpreting noisy sensory data. Note, though, that such a behavioral 
finding is not sufficient to conclude that the brain processes are also governed by Bayesian 
inference.  
 



 

Syncopations and PCRI 
Our PCRI model targets the frequently investigated example of prediction error arising from a 
rhythm-meter discrepancy: syncopation19, 27, 39, 40. Syncopation occurs when onsets occur on 
metrically weak accents and subsequent rests or tied notes occur on metrically strong accents. Such 
expectations can be conceptualized in Bayesian terms41, 42: By assigning relative probabilities to all 
notes and rests of a pattern, based on prior information about statistical frequencies and a 
hierarchical model of meter, a syncopation’s perceptual effect is a consequence of its predictability 
within the context of music as a whole. Importantly, for a syncopation to obtain its characteristic 
effect, it must be experienced as contradicting the meter, yet not so strongly that the experience of 
the meter falls apart. Syncopations can also be thought of as phase-shifts, where the rhythmic onset, 
rather than occurring in phase with its metric reference point, has a negative lag and occurs before 
it. Hence, syncopations will influence the two terms on the right side of the upper equation in 
Figure 1. On one hand, they create a prediction error between the sensory input and the prediction. 
On the other hand, they may unsettle the precision of our meter perception and thus the precision-
weighted prediction error.  
 
Using the PCRI model to understand isolated syncopations in musicians  
Vuust and colleagues were the first to note that neural responses to isolated syncopations occurring 
in continuous rhythmic streams are consistent with the predictive coding framework in that they 
have properties similar to electrophysiological error signals and their subsequent evaluation 43. They 
performed magneto-encephalography (MEG) while musicians and non-musicians were listening 
without attending to isolated syncopations occurring pseudo-randomly in musical drum rhythm 
excerpts. These syncopations elicited two prominent ERPs, the magnetic counterpart of the 
mismatch negativity (MMNm) and the P3am. The mismatch negativity appears to have the 
properties of an error signal arising from superficial cortical layers as posited by PC. It is elicited to 
violations of auditory expectancy and has been found in response to pattern deviations determined 
by physical parameters, such as frequency44, intensity45, spatial localization46 and duration47, but 
also to patterns with more abstract properties48, 49.  
 
Musical experts are known to have larger amplitude and latency of the MMN50, 51. Accordingly, in 
the study by Vuust and colleagues, rhythmic expert musicians were observed to have larger MMN 
amplitudes compared to rhythmically unskilled participants. We know from a large corpus of 
tapping literature (for reviews, see 20, 21) and neurophysiological data 24 that musically trained 
individuals have more precise meter perception than non-musicians. Because of that, the larger 
error response observed in the brains of rhythmically skilled musicians is consistent with the PCRI 
model. Here, the precision-weighted prediction error is the difference between the prediction and 
the sensory input, multiplied by the precision of the prediction (Figure 1). Hence, even though the 
discrepancy between the rhythm and the meter as measured in the stimulus was the same for both 
musician and non-musician participants, the experienced prediction error is, according to the model, 
weighted differently. This is consistent with the larger ERPs to the rhythmic incongruity in the 
musicians.  
 
The neural processing of these isolated syncopations seems to involve the attentional network. The 
MMNm, originating primarily in the auditory cortices, was followed by a P3am that was localized 
to a larger network tying together components from auditory cortex with parietal and frontal brain, 



 

consistent with the typical localization of the P3a to frontal52, 53, auditory54, 55 and temporo-
parietal56, 57 sources (for a review see58). Research on P3a demonstrates that it represents a network 
with both task-specific and general elements58. One likely explanation is that the P3a reflects a 
network involving both the modality/task specific areas evoking the error signal and higher regions 
that can evaluate it46. This is exactly what would be expected for error signals in response to a 
rhythmic incongruity in a predictive coding framework, suggesting that the P3am reflects a neural 
network that acts on the error signal of the MMN. The MMN and the P3a are generally believed to 
reflect different stages of processing subserving an attention switching mechanism59, 60. Whereas the 
MMN is thought to be the first stage in involuntary attention capture61, the P3a most likely reflects 
the actual switch of attention62. The P3a response may indicate that attention should be designated 
to the metric violation as a means of providing a better estimate. In terms of predictive coding, there 
is an intimate relationship between attention and precision. Prediction errors that are afforded 
greater precision are effectively boosted, such that they have a greater influence on higher level 
expectations and consequent predictions. Crucially, the brain has to predict both the content of the 
sensorium and its precision. Simulations of predictive coding using e.g. the Posner paradigm 
suggest that late (endogenous) responses, such as the P300, may reflect a revision of beliefs about 
the precision or predictability of sensory streams63. This suggests that early (i.e. mismatch 
negativity) violation responses correspond to a precision-weighted prediction error, while later (i.e., 
P300) responses reflect belief updates about precision per se – that underwrite a redeployment of 
attentional gain 46. 
 
Music in general encompasses such incongruities that direct the listener’s attention towards salient 
parts of the music. Vuust et al.43 found larger MMNm and P3am in experts suggesting that both the 
competence of the listener (top-down) and strength of the musical violation (bottom-up) determine 
whether attention is attracted to the stimulus. Participants tested in this study were all improvising 
musicians who need to be able to respond swiftly to such incongruities30, and it might be that they 
have developed a more precise metrical model. Interestingly, the debriefing of the participants 
indicated that they did not consciously distinguish the different types of metric displacement nor 
displayed any aesthetic appreciation of the stimuli, despite clear brain processing differences 
between groups.  
 
 
Groove 
While syncopations occurring in isolation seem predominantly to engage attention switching brain 
mechanisms, syncopations that occur regularly within the rhythmic texture of music may have a 
quite different purpose and effect on the nervous system – one which makes us want to move and 
which feels pleasurable. With many contemporary styles of popular music, especially music with 
African-American influences, the sensation of groove is an important affective response. Groove is 
characterized by a pleasurable drive towards body movement in response to rhythmically entraining 
elements in the music64-68. In groove-directed music, such as jazz, soul, funk, hip-hop, electronic 
dance music and reggae, the tempo of the music is mostly kept constant (Figure 3). On one hand, 
this eliminates the possibility of expressing emotions through tempo alterations, as is more common 
in classical music69, 70. On the other hand, a stable tempo makes it easier to create tension between 
the rhythm and the meter. In most groove-directed music, listeners expect the tempo to remain 
largely unchanged within a certain piece. They may therefore evaluate any rhythmic incongruity as 
a potential syncopation. This opens up a fine-grained grid of possible rhythmic layers for the 
musicians to play with. In these styles of music, the rhythm section usually consisting of 
drums/percussion, bass and guitar/keyboard will often play repeated syncopated rhythmic patterns 



 

(grooves), keeping the amount of syncopation relatively constant in the different sections of the 
pieces71.   
 
The pleasurable sensation of wanting to move to highly repetitive syncopated rhythms was 
investigated by Witek and colleagues in a series of studies22, 68, 72. Using a battery of 50 groove-
based drum patterns, they asked participants in an online survey to rate the patterns on a 7-point 
Likert scale as to how much they wanted to move and the pleasure felt. The degree of syncopation 
in the stimuli was calculated using Witek et al’s index of syncopation, which adds instrumental 
weights to the model proposed by Longuet-Higgens & Lee73 to adjust for the polyphonic character 
of drum patterns. Briefly, a pattern’s overall degree of syncopation is calculated by taking the sum 
of differences in metrical weights between the notes and rest that constitute the syncopations, 
adjusting for instrumental weights. The 50 drum patterns included 34 transcribed from real funk 
tracks, whereas the remaining patterns were constructed specifically for the experiment aiming for a 
continuum from weakly syncopated to strongly syncopated rhythm patterns. Witek and colleagues 
found an inverted U-shaped relationship between degree of syncopation and the groove ratings, 
suggesting that the sensation of groove is strongest at intermediate levels of discrepancy between 
the rhythmic (sensory) input and the metrical predictive framework. The inverted U-shape74 has 
earlier been hypothesized to reflect the relationship between music complexity and liking75-77 and 
perceptual complexity and arousal in art more broadly78, although empirical studies have shown that 
this function largely depends on the musical style in question77. In a subsequent study Witek and 
colleagues79 used motion-capture to record free movements in hand and torso while participants 
listened to a subset of 15 of the drum patterns mentioned above, categorized into three levels of 
syncopation; low, medium and high. For low and medium levels of syncopation, participants 
synchronized their movements to the meter, whereas for high levels of syncopation they 
synchronized very poorly. 
 
How to understand the inverted U-shape of groove in terms of the PCRI model  
The notion of an inverted U-shaped relationship between syncopation and the pleasurable drive to 
move is congruent with the notion of precision-weighted prediction error as formulated in the PCRI 
model, shown in the bottom panel of Figure 1. The regularly organized rhythms with lower levels of 
syncopation feed forward only little prediction error. For the highest levels of syncopation the meter 
becomes obscured, leading to less precision in the predictive model. Here, it is difficult for the brain 
to detect the signal in the noise. In contrast, what the system experiences as precision-weighted 
prediction error is highest at intermediate levels of syncopation for which both objective prediction 
error and the precision of the prediction are moderate (Figure 1). According to PC, the brain can 
minimize prediction error through action. By moving the body in a way that changes the bottom-up 
proprioceptive and sensory input and thus resampling the evidence80, the error signal will self-
suppress. In the context of groove, we feel the urge to move our bodies to the metrical beat in order 
to – at least at an unconscious level – strengthen the metric model and suppress or attenuate the 
precision of prediction errors.  
 
Importantly, this reasoning is dependent on a linearly decreasing relationship between meter 
perception and syncopation, as schematically shown in the middle panel of Figure 1. This relation is 
partly supported by the decrease in synchronization in response to increase in syncopation found in 
Witek et al’s motion capture study22.  Here, the results suggested a broken metrical model for the 



 

highest levels of syncopation. Hence, in addition to large prediction errors, the brain's predictive 
model – by which it explains away prediction error – is compromised for high levels of 
syncopation, because it no longer considers the sensory evidence to be sufficiently precise. In 
contrast, for the intermediate levels of syncopation, we may experience a strong drive towards 
reinforcing the meter by moving in time with the beat. We may here elect to ignore violations by 
attenuating or suppressing their sensory precision. This account rests upon the formulation of 
sensory attenuation through the attenuation of precision that accompanies the consequences of 
action. In other words, in active inference formulations of predictive coding, it is necessary to 
suspend attention – to the consequences of action – by attenuating sensory precision to realize 
proprioceptive predictions (of the sort involved in dancing). Psychologically, this corresponds to 
ignoring the consequences of action to selectively discount evidence against our predictions of 
sensory input81. Future studies should aim at testing this hypothesis comparing e.g. dancing and 
non-dancing participants’ perception of or memory for syncopation. Paradoxically, though, moving 
to the beat and hence reinforcing the meter allows for more precise predictions, which would 
reinforce the prediction error from subsequent syncopations. 
 
The urge to move to music seems to be related to auditory-motor coupling as described in a number 
of neuroscientific studies. These studies show activity in brain networks linking auditory and 
sensory-motor areas of the brain to the perception of musical rhythm82, 83. Furthermore, 
electrophysiological data shows that even for rhythms in which the meter is not acoustically 
accented, the fundamental frequencies of the meter still dominate the signal84. Recently, Large and 
colleagues showed that participants’ degree of synchronization with increasingly syncopated 
rhythms could successfully be explained by a neuronal network model encompassing a hierarchy of 
only two levels; one corresponding to the sensory system modelled with a simple Hopf bifurcation, 
the other corresponding to the motor system tuned to operate near a double limit cycle bifurcation85.       
 
Despite being consistent with the PCRI model’s rhythmic and metric levels, Large’s model does not 
explicitly incorporate the behaviorally reported pleasure aspect of groove. Prediction and 
expectation are frequently linked to emotion and pleasure in music scholarship86, 87, but there is still 
no empirical evidence for why medium levels of prediction error in music are the most pleasurable. 
Kringelbach and Berridge88 suggested that the brain rewards prediction error since it leads to 
learning and thereby maximizes future prediction. Another perspective on the paradoxical 
attractiveness of prediction errors is that they play a central role in active inference formulations of 
predictive processing. In this instance, prediction errors portend an opportunity to resolve 
uncertainty and minimize prediction errors in the future88. Formally, this has been cast in terms of 
salience or epistemic affordance. This fits comfortably with the opportunity provided by predictably 
unpredictable music. Rewarding actions minimize the brain’s free energy or maximize epistemic 
value, thus building a more generalizable and accurate model of the world. In Bayesian terms, this 
translates into an optimization of the evidence for our models, or succinctly, self-evidencing89.  
 
Though it is important not to confuse reward prediction error with predictive coding, a likely 
candidate for mediating the effect of musical reward is the neurotransmitter dopamine in the 
mesolimbic pathway, as suggested by Gebauer et al90. Research in rodents91, 92 has shown dopamine 
release to both expected and unexpected stimuli, suggesting that the complex interaction between 
dopamine release and predictions leads to adaptive learning in the short and long term. A still 



 

unresolved question is whether the relationship between syncopation in groove and pleasure is 
modulated by the dopamine system. 
 
Generalizability of the PCRI model 
For simplicity we have restricted our PCRI model to target rhythmic syncopations. Importantly, we 
have argued that it explains prominent features of the brain processing of syncopation. As 
evidenced by musicians’ larger ERPs to rhythmic incongruity, isolated syncopations seem to lead to 
larger precision-weighted prediction errors than in non-musicians93. As shown in subjective rating 
studies, listeners experience a stronger urge to move to grooves with medium levels of syncopation, 
compared to low and high levels68. Here, it is important to note that the rhythm/meter dichotomy, a 
schematic prediction that is culturally learned from early childhood94, is only part of the predictive 
processes related to groove. While listening to a musical groove, the brain also forms short term 
predictions, through drum/bass patterns which are repeated over and over again, and is influenced 
by veridical expectation, i.e. knowledge about the time course of a specific musical piece after 
repeated listening. These expectations are thought to be processed by different brain networks 87. 
For simplicity, the PCRI model does not at present consider these veridical predictive processes, but 
they could potentially be incorporated into future versions of the model.  
 
Another example of metric incongruity in groove is microtiming95 – the small temporal 
discrepancies between the meter and the rhythmic events as played or phrased by musicians and 
music producers. However, the contribution of microtiming to the pleasurable experience of 
wanting to move (groove) remains unclear. On one hand, it is clear that these systematic 
incongruities between the actual realization of the rhythms and the meter in well-played groove 
music exist96. On the other hand, their contribution to the sensation of groove has been difficult to 
determine in a laboratory context. In a recent study97, Davies and colleagues found, contrary to 
common belief, that systematic increase in microtiming led to decreased groove ratings except for a 
prototypical jazz pattern. For this pattern the groove ratings were largely unaffected, an effect that 
was more pronounced in an expert listener group than for untrained listeners. The general decrease 
in groove ratings for larger magnitudes of microtiming is consistent with PCRI. According to PCRI, 
microtiming increase would supposedly lead to a decrease in metrical certainty whereas the 
syncopation in the rhythms used in that study remained the same. However, as Davies et al’s study 
indicates, this effect can be overwritten by musical expertise. For expert jazz listeners, microtiming 
differences are stylistically expected; hence they may not lower the precision. This is consistent 
with our earlier discussion of isolated syncopations, where musicians’ larger ERPs compared to 
non-musicians could be explained by the fact that musicians have more stable metrical 
representations than non-musicians.  
 
 
Conclusions and caveats 
In the present paper, we have presented a simple model for understanding how the brain processes 
rhythmic incongruity, namely the model for predictive coding of rhythmic incongruity. The model 
proposes that the explainable prediction error processed by the brain depends on a combination of   
syncopation and the uncertainty of the meter perception. While this model can effectively explain 
important phenomenological aspects of rhythmic incongruity, including expertise-related 



 

differences in brain processing of isolated syncopations and the inverted U-shaped relationship 
between the experience of wanting to move and amount of syncopation, we still lack evidence 
regarding the pleasure component of the sensation of groove. We may of course speculate that our 
affective evaluation of a rhythm’s relative ‘grooviness’ also depends on a combination of the actual 
prediction error and the uncertainty of our rhythmic prediction. In this regard, the PCRI model 
formulations emphasize that rewarding actions are those that minimize the brain’s free energy, thus 
building a stronger and more accurate model of the world. But it does not consider prediction error 
as such to be positive or negative. Future studies should aim to clarify the relationship between 
rhythmic incongruity and the resolution of uncertainty (i.e., salience and epistemic affordance), and 
to determine the role of this relationship in making meaningful and enjoyable musical experiences.  
 



 

Figure legends 
Figure 1: Proposed model of the predictive coding of rhythmic incongruity (PCRI). The figure 
provides a schematic illustration of the variables related to increasing syncopation of musical 
grooves (dotted lines). A) Under predictive coding, the precision-weighted prediction error is given 
by the difference between the sensory stream �̃� and the brain’s predictions 𝑔(𝜇) timed with the 
precision π. The i index is used to refer to a relative hierarchical level in the brain.  For grooves the 
syncopations result in a prediction error 𝜖 =  �̃� −  𝑔(𝜇), which can be calculated directly from the 
score by using e.g. Witek et al’s modification73 of Longuet-Higgens & Lee’s formulation. B) By 
assigning more or less precision or confidence to the ensuing prediction errors, the brain perceives 
the grooves as more or less groovy. C) We propose that the observed U-shaped relationship 
between syncopation and grooviness98 can be explained by the PCRI model as a function of the 
level of syncopation and precision or confidence assigned to the ensuing prediction errors. D) The 
formulas for describing the relationship. 
 
Figure 2. Syncopation and meter. Syncopation (a) is as a mismatch between the auditory input 
(the rhythm) and the meter (the brain’s predictive model – s and w denote strong and weak beats 
respectively), which creates prediction error between lower-level sensory areas and higher-level 
areas (b) leading to perception, action (in the form of wanting to move), emotion and learning.  
 
Figure 3: Different musical styles have different relationships between rhythm and meter. The 
figure is a schematic illustration of the stylistic differences in the use of syncopation and tension 
between rhythm and meter. A) In classical music, the tempo is (often) flexible allowing for 
expressive timing. B) In jazz music the tempo is kept relatively constant, but the rhythm section will 
constantly vary the degree of tension between the rhythms and the meter using single (*) or multiple 
syncopations and polyrhythms (**). C) In groove-based music the tempo is ideally kept completely 
constant throughout a piece of music. Here the rhythm section will often play a groove in which the 
amount of syncopation in different sections of the piece is kept constant. Vocalists or soloists might 
vary the use of syncopations, however. 
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